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Kenworth Trucks, Inc. Founded in as the successor company to Gerlinger Motors, Kenworth
specializes in production of heavy-duty Class 8 and medium-duty Class commercial vehicles.
Kenworth marked several firsts in truck production; alongside the first truck produced with a
standard diesel-fuel engine, the company introduced a raised-roof sleeper cab, and the first
heavy-duty truck with an aerodynamically optimized body design. Kenworth traces its roots to
the founding of Gerlinger Motors in Portland, Oregon; the company was a car and truck
dealership owned by brothers George T. Gerlinger and Louis Gerlinger, Jr. While the first
vehicle was completed largely as a side project, the heavy-duty construction of the Gersix
found itself in demand by loggers through the Northwest. In , Gerlinger Motors filed for
bankruptcy and was placed for sale, with E. Worthington acquiring the company with business
partner Captain Frederick Kent. In , Gersix produced 53 trucks in its final year located at its
factory on Fairview Avenue at Valley Street. Under the new name, the company moved to Mercer
Street and later to Mercer Street. Trucks and motor coaches were assembled in individual bays
rather than on a conventional assembly line. In , Kenworth expanded its product line,
introducing its first bus. In , production was increased from two vehicles a week to three; the
same year, manufacturing began in Canada to avoid import taxes. In , E. Worthington retired,
with Harry Kent becoming company president. In another change, to accommodate increased
demand, Kenworth relocated to a larger factory within Seattle. The onset of the Great
Depression hit the company hard; initially in good financial health, a substantial decline in new
vehicles and a high rate of vehicle loan defaults forced the company to adapt. In , the Motor
Carrier Act was passed, introducing new size and weight regulations for the trucking industry in
the United States; [4] to comply with the legislation, Kenworth underwent an extensive redesign
of its truck line. To match weight regulations, the new trucks received aluminum cabs and axle
hubs; four-spring suspension was introduced, with torsion bars for the rear axle s. In ,
Kenworth introduced its series trucks, which would form the basis of its commercial truck line
into the mids. In , company president Phil Johnson died, leaving ownership split between his
wife, and the surviving wife of Harry Kent and another company director. In , ownership of the
company changed as Pacific Car and Foundry Company negotiated its purchase of Kenworth as
a wholly owned subsidiary. In , Kenworth redesigned the cab of its COE product line, later
nicknamed the "Bull-nose" series. By , Kenworth had grown outside the Pacific Northwest,
marketing vehicles across the western half of the United States and across nearly 30 countries
worldwide. In , Pacific Car and Foundry revised its ownership of Kenworth, changing it from an
independent subsidiary to a division. In , Kenworth became a sister company to Peterbilt , as
the latter company was acquired by Pacific Car and Foundry. In , the company further expanded
its sales base, establishing facilities in Mexico. For production, Kenworth underwent a
substantial revision of its commercial truck line, debuting the W and the K later renamed the K ;
the W and K model prefixes are derived from company founders Worthington and Kent. To meet
increased demand for the new product lines, Kenworth opened a new assembly facility in
Kansas City, Missouri, in During the s, the company underwent further expansion, adding an
all-new facility in Chillicothe, Ohio, in Coinciding with the 50th anniversary of the company,
annual Kenworth sales exceeded 10, for the first time for For , Kenworth launched a flagship
customization series, the VIT Very Important Trucker with a high level of interior features;
distinguished by its skylight windows, the Aerodyne sleeper cab was the first factory-produced
sleeper cab with stand-up headroom for both the W and K In and , respectively, the W and K
underwent their most substantial revisions, becoming the WB and KE. While visually
distinguished by the adoption of rectangular headlamps, the updates were centered around
upgrading fuel economy, road handling, and reliability. In , the Kenworth T was released by the
company; in contrast to the W, the T was designed with a set-back front axle and a sloped
hoodline. While the latter initially proved controversial, the combination improved
aerodynamics, fuel efficiency, and maneuverability. In , the T was introduced, adapting the
sloped hoodline and set-back front axle for a heavy-duty chassis; the shorter-hood T was
introduced in as a regional-haul tractor. In , Kenworth opened its facility in Renton, Washington,
as its third United States assembly plant. In , Kenworth introduced the T as its next-generation
aerodynamic conventional. Following declining demand for Class 8 cabovers, the KE was
quietly phased out after production in North America; Kenworth Australia continuing production
of the model line. In , the company released the K, the largest COE ever produced by the
company. Developed primarily for off-highway applications, the K combined the chassis of the
heavy-duty C and the COE cab of the DAF XF ; all examples produced from to were sold for
export. In , Kenworth underwent a modernization of its model line. The T underwent a
substantial revision to its aerodynamics, becoming the T For production, the T replaced the T,
adopting a larger grille and fender-mounted headlamps. The T was discontinued in while the T
was discontinued in 32 years after the introduction of the T Sharing the same cab as the T, the T

was introduced as the first wide-body Kenworth for vocational applications, [6] alongside the
WS and the T model family. In , the W was introduced as the flagship conventional of the
Kenworth model line. As of current production, the W remains part of the Kenworth model line
six decades after its introduction. For production, Kenworth introduced three model lines of
electric vehicles, with the KE, KE, and TE powered by battery-electric powertrains. The
headquarters for Kenworth Australia is located in Bayswater, Victoria where all Australian
models are assembled. Soon later, Kenworths were imported in complete knock-down kits and
assembled in Preston, Victoria. The T range includes the bonneted conventional models and the
C for heavy haulage, mining, off-road and road train use, and the K range covers the cab over
models. Kenworth Australia started building the new range of trucks tying in their release with
the model range being the '08 Series'. The only cab over truck built was the K, which was very
popular in the B-Double market segment owing to its shorter length. In the early s Kenworth
introduced to Mexico the T, based on the Australian T with a few modifications, mostly in the
hood. Bus production was a mainstay at Kenworth during the early years of company history; at
one time, buses were its most lucrative form of business. When the company was still known as
Gerlinger Motor Car Works, their first two full-chassis vehicles were school buses based on the
Gersix truck chassis. In , Kenworth developed a chassis specifically for school and transit bus
operators, known as the BU. The BU model also heralded the return of the Buda six-cylinder
engine, and remained the company's principal offering through The new model became so
popular in the Pacific Northwest that production rose from 99 units in and units in , to units by
By that time, the predominant number of BU models produced were sent to school bus body
builders and were built for use in school districts throughout the Seattle and Puget Sound area
of Washington state. Kenworth continued expanding into bus production throughout the s,
despite the Great Depression being a major influence. To assist Kenworth's 80 factory workers who were idled by the Depression, the company undertook a bold move by introducing a new
line of buses in August Known as the KHC Kenworth - Heiser - City , the passenger bus was
developed by Kenworth engineers as a stock demo vehicle to help aid a glum sales picture, and
to jumpstart the local economy. At a time of mild economic recovery, the KHC22 proved to be
very popular and sparked a renewed interest in Kenworth buses. Production of Kenworth buses
continued throughout the s and into the early s, and during this time Kenworth was
manufacturing bus chassis for body builders such as Wentworth and Irwin later renamed
Wentwin , and Heiser. Heiser, long an often chosen body for school buses bearing Kenworth
chassis, would later be purchased by Pacific Car and Foundry Company in In , Kenworth also
released its most popular and successful line of transit bus, a conventional styled bus based on
their Model 86 heavy duty truck. Powered by a Hercules JXCM engine, the model as it was
known, would soon be replaced by a model , which became Kenworth's standard line of buses
throughout the early and mids. Experiments with "deck-and-a-half" buses would soon follow,
made reality in the W-1 model, as well as the company's very first experiments with rear-engine
coach-type buses in Kenworth changed its production line early in , reflecting a desire to remain
"in tune" with market forces. The conventional bus chassis, which had become poor sellers,
were dropped altogether, and Kenworth focused its designs on more transit or "coach-type"
buses with engines being located either underfloor or at the back of the bus. By this time,
Kenworth was a major force in transit bus production, and nearly every major transit company
in the Pacific Northwest were running Kenworth buses. Seattle Municipal Railway purchased
several new model s to replace the previous model H30s, which were powered by a Hall-Scott
engine underfloor and had bodies built by the Pacific Car and Foundry Company. Kenworth also
built a model , which became the company's most widely distributed underfloor coach. At the
beginning of the decade, bus customers began to decline in number, but the company received
larger orders as several regional operators consolidated into larger, territorial ones. Bremerton
Transit purchased several buses in to accommodate the increase in ridership due to the
preparations for the war itself; the same year, the Seattle Municipal Railway purchased 30 buses
in a single order, assisting Kenworth in breaking a production record. Gray Line affiliates
Seattle, Portland, and Vancouver purchased several of these special coach orders known as
Grayliner or Grayliner Junior buses; the bodies for these buses were all built by Pacific Car and
Foundry. At the onset of World War II , war production took precedence over bus manufacturing
as Kenworth supplied recovery vehicles for the U. Along with military variations of their
commercial truck line, Kenworth buses remained in production for use as troop transports.
Kenworth also saw the opportunity in hiring former military truck and aircraft workers as part of
launching its post-war product line. The Model K was shorter, with a capacity of passengers;
the longer Model W seated passengers. The Model N, in its original configuration, was a
passenger bus; after the design found no takers, the vehicle was downsized in to a passenger
bus. After , Kenworth revised its model designations, assigning numerals to its model lines to

signify evolutionary variants of each design. As production orders for the interurban model Ks
and model Ws waned, Kenworth focused its attention on special orders including an order of 10
"Brucks" [29] for Great Northern Railway in Montana, an earlier version was built for Northern
Pacific Transport, but was a split-level coach and several Highway Post Office coaches. These
"special order coaches" were based on the Model T school bus, which entered production in
early The company also test-marketed a small passenger bus known as the Carcoach only one
example was built. The Model T school bus, which entered production after the last bus was
built for Great Northern in April , was an immediate hit with many school bus operators in the
Pacific Northwest. The T as it was known, boasted a unique four-pane windshield that offered
unheralded forward visibility in any school bus at the time, and was the first school bus ever
built to feature a roof escape hatch [30] now required equipment. Production of the T averaged
over buses per year, making it Kenworth's most lucrative bus offering in the company's history
up to that time. Shortly after its launch, Kenworth renamed the line the model CT. The model CT
also came in several varying passenger capacities ranging from 55, 61, 67, 73, and 79
passengers. Some orders for modified model CTs were made available and sold internationally,
with variants being sold to Uruguay and Venezuela , as well as the Middle East. After the boon
of school bus production, and to focus more on truck production due to a rising number of
heavy duty truck orders, all bus production was shifted from Kenworth over to Pacific Car and
Foundry in the middle of Kenworth's role in the transit and school bus industry has largely been
forgotten. This is likely due to a number of factors including Kenworth's current status as a
leading manufacturer of Class 8 heavy-duty semi trucks, and the fact that hardly any examples
of Kenworth-built buses exist today with exception of a few surviving model CT "Pacific School
Coach" buses and one remaining "Bruck". In light of that fact, and having been a major builder
of transit and school buses, interest in the history and preservation of the Pacific School Coach
as well as Kenworth's involvement in the transit and bus industry as a whole has increased in
recent years, especially in the Pacific Northwest where Kenworth's buses were most commonly
found. It has since expanded even further to include the entire history of Kenworth's
involvement in the public transportation industry, as well as their local dominance in the school
bus industry throughout the s. The brand claims to maintain an image of high quality, it has won
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Black Dog Breakdown Breaker! The ever popular models: the K, K and K are seen on the
highways today, and what a fantastic sight they are. One of the latest trends by truckers, big rig
collectors and enthusiasts, is full restoration of these beautiful rigs, from the past. And just one
more thingâ€¦. If you click on one of the product or service links on this site, we may receive
commissions if you purchase something. Learn more Necessary cookies are absolutely
essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures
basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any
personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to
function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other
embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. This post may contain affiliate links.
You can read the full disclosure policy, which is pretty dull, but here it is. The owner was
Sumner Magnus. Tips and tricks to help with the learning process of driving a big rig. Learn if
Swift Paid training is right for you. We give 7 easy to implement truck driver accident prevention
tips. They are only effective if you abide by these simple to follow guidelines! Truck driving

schools in Texas are plentiful. Maybe Schneider could be right for you. A step by step
demonstration for chaining up a big rig truck, with photos and video, by a 42 year experienced
truck driver. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with
this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website
uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these,
the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential
for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help
us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your
browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Real solid old pete. Fly in and drive home, great
truck deep and tall rubber. Runs at degrees all day long. Pre electronics,no led required.. No
sensors, no electronics to ground you in the repair shop. Truck is sorted out. Drive anywhere.
Tires are 11x Dash lights all work. Interior is ostrich with two air seats with arm rests. Air horns,
stainless visor,extra lights,good glass,custom front bumper,tank and fifth wheel covers,
luberfinder used for power steering reservoir, wipers work, good cd sound system with blue
tooth capability. Interior has ostrich leather like material, tall buckets are in good shape with
arm rests, both seats are air seats. This is a very nice truck but it"s time to trade up on a
doublebunk. I was a good caretaker for this California low mileage Peterbilt. Bid with
confidence, as it is a solid truck with no disappointments. Asking 27, Good luck 50 miles north
of San Diego. Fly in to San Diego airport and you can drive this one home. It"s a money maker
or use it for the Antique show circuit. Any questions will be answered when I return from my
road trips, please be patient. Thank you. More Peterbilt for sale. Peterbilt Model gal. Water truck
More info Dismiss. Our Integrated Powertrain is engineered to bring power and performance
together, so you can maximize your investments mile after mile. Our precision-built
transmission is e
2010 dodge ram radio
1975 dodge truck wiring diagram
2000 chevy malibu hood
ngineered from the ground up for intuitive operation and superior performance. Its intelligent
features use look-ahead technology to execute shift decisions that improve fuel economy and
driver comfort. PACCAR Axles defy all limits with advanced lightweight designs, maximizing
fuel and steering efficiency so you can increase your payload on every haul. An innovative new
technology that helps you diagnose and solve potential problems before they impact your
operation. An industry-first at this size, the new inch high-definition, fully digital
instrumentation, contains all the information a driver needs to operate the truck â€”
configurable for as much or as little content as they want. PACCAR Transmission Our
precision-built transmission is engineered from the ground up for intuitive operation and
superior performance. More About Powertrain Technology. Connected Trucks. More About the
Essentials App. More about Premierecare Gold. Find a dealer Search Location. Find a dealer
nearest you.

